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Stable coupled conjugate solitary waves in optical fibers
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Four-wave mixing of an intense continuous-wave pump beam with an ultrashort soliton signal in an optical
fiber is theoretically analyzed. A novel class of stable two-color coupled solitary waves is found. These vector
parametric solitons represent the optimal frequency conversion of an ultrashort pulse.  1998 Optical Society
of America
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As is well known, optical phase conjugation undoes
optical signal distortions on propagation in dispersive
and nonlinear media.1 Generation of the conjugate
replica of a signal at the middle of a fiber-optic
transmission link can compensate for dispersive and
nonlinear broadening.2 When it is applied to soliton
systems, mid-span spectral inversion also removes
other important transmission capacity-limiting effects
such as pulse interactions.3 Four-wave mixing in
fibers can also be exploited for wavelength shifting
and time demultiplexing of high-bit-rate signals.
For efficient and broadband frequency conversion,
pumping near the zero-dispersion wavelength of a
dispersion-shifted fiber is required.4,5 As a result,
the fiber group-velocity dispersion (GVD) has opposite
signs at the signal and conjugate wavelengths. In
the conjugation of ultrashort solitons, that is, for
dispersion-shifted f iber lengths equal to or longer than
the dispersion distance, the effect of f inite GVD at the
signal and conjugate wavelengths sets a fundamental
limit on the conversion efficiency.

Cross-phase modulation between solitons at differ-
ent wavelengths leads to coupling between dark and
bright solitons in opposite dispersion regimes.6 In
this Letter we analyze the parametric coupling of a
cw pump with short signal and conjugate pulses. The
purpose of this study is the search for stable two-
component solitary waves that permit the propagation
of a solitonlike pulse at the conjugate frequency, ow-
ing to parametric coupling with a pulse at the signal
frequency. As we shall see, in a lossy fiber two para-
metrically coupled bright solitons can be generated,
irrespective of the sign of the signal GVD, and corre-
spond to the optimal frequency conversion of ultrashort
pulses.

Three-wave mixing of a pump Ep, a signal Es, and a
conjugate wave Ec in optical fibers is described by the
coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations7
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Here Gp . Gs . Gc ; G is the fiber loss coeff icient,
Rp  2pn2yslpAeff d . Rs . Rc ; R, n2 is the non-
linear refractive index, and Aeff is the fiber core’s effec-
tive area. Moreover, dk  ks 1 kc 2 2kp  b2pV2 is
the linear propagation constant mismatch, Vj and b2j
are the group velocities and chromatic dispersions, re-
spectively, at lj s j  p, s, cd, and V  jvp 2 vsj. Let
us consider the frequency conversion of a solitonlike
pulse in the presence of a strong cw pump; i.e., we take
jEsj, jEcj ,, jEpj and neglect pump depletion. These
conditions are typically met in the case of intracavity
frequency conversion, in which soliton pulses recircu-
late in a fiber loop of length L and a short section
of cw-pumped fiber (of length Lp) provides paramet-
ric gain.8 Moreover, for lp close to the zero-dispersion
wavelength, Vs . Vc ; Vg, whereas b2s  2b2c ; b;
with no restriction on the generality of our treatment,
we can take b2s , 0. Under the above simplifying con-
ditions, we average Eqs. (1) over a circulation inside
the f iber loop and obtain dimensionless coupled non-
linear Schrödinger equations for the signal and conju-
gate pulses:
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where Z  zyz0 ; zjbjyt0
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Moreover, Dk  dk 2 2RPh is the total wave-
vector mismatch, P ; jEpj2 is the cw pump power,
and h  LpyL # 1. In Eqs. (2) the loss coeff icient is
a ; Gz0, the parametric coupling coeff icient reads as
g ; hRPz0, and r ; 2sdky2 1 hRP dz0.

We intend to study here the existence and stability
of coupled solitary-pulse solutions of Eqs. (2). Next,
we investigate the possibility of generating stable
two-component waves by injecting a signal pulse
into the fiber. The vector solitons thus represent
an optimal solution for the phase conjugation of a
stream of ultrashort pulses. Before we consider
the pulselike solutions of Eqs. (2), a simple analysis
permits us to identify the conditions for stability
of the low-power background. We can find the
conditions for damping the continuum in Eqs. (2)
(neglecting at first the presence of solitons as source
of radiation) by considering a cw solution in the form
sur , vr d  sA, Bdexpsilzd. Neglecting nonlinear terms
and time derivatives, we find that the conditions a . 0
and a2 . g2 2 r2 are necessary for the suppression of
the cw growth.

Let us consider now the coupled bright solitary
waves of Eqs. (2). Figure 1 shows the evolution with
distance Z of the amplitudes of a two-component
stationary solution of the type

usZ, T d  U sT dexps2iqZd, vsZ, T d  V sT dexps2iqZd ,

(3)

where q is a real constant. We found the two com-
plex amplitudes U sT d and V sT d and wave vector q of
the coupled pulselike stationary solutions numerically
by inserting ansatz (3) into Eqs. (2) and by applying a
shooting procedure to the resulting set of second-order
ordinary differential equations. In Fig. 1 the station-
ary solution (with q  0.26d was used as the initial
condition for Eqs. (2), which was then integrated along
distance Z by a standard split-step beam propagation
code. In Fig. 1 the linear loss a  0.229 exactly bal-
ances the parametric gain g  0.4, whereas the wave-
vector mismatch r  1 compensates for the self- and
cross-phase modulation phase shifts between the sig-
nal and conjugate pulses. As shown in Fig. 1, the nu-
merical integration of Eqs. (2) clearly shows that the
stationary solution is spatially unstable: Both pulse
components decay at ,Z  30. We investigated the
linear stability of the two-component bright pulse solu-
tions by considering the perturbed solutions

usZ, T d  fU sT d 1 f sZ, T dgexps2iqZd, vsZ, T d

 fV sT d 1 gsZ, T dgexps2iqZd , (4)

where

f sZ, T d  f0sT dexpsdZd, gsZ, T d  g0sT dexpsdZd . (5)

By inserting Eq. (4) into Eqs. (2) and after lineariz-
ing the equations for perturbations f and g about
a vector stationary wave solution, we obtained the
profile of the most unstable perturbation eigenmode
and its corresponding growth rate d by means of a
Crank–Nicholson procedure as described in detail else-
where.9 For example, for the case in Fig. 1 one finds
the exponential growth rate coefficient d  0.473, in
full agreement with numerical estimations obtained by
integration of Eqs. (2) with different step sizes.

By slightly increasing the linear loss to a  0.277
while keeping the other parameters fixed, we found
that the numerical integration of Eqs. (2) with an ini-
tial condition given by the unstable stationary wave
profile (in this case, q  0.21d with an additional
small f ield proportional to the corresponding eigenper-
turbation evolved into a new stable coupled pulselike
solution, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the V compo-
nent of the vector soliton has a dip in its center and
is temporally broader than its U counterpart. This
stable vector soliton represents a pair of signal and
conjugate pulses of comparable amplitude and time
width. Therefore, under such conditions, the signal
pulse propagates along the fiber unchanged, along with
a similar phase-conjugate replica. Clearly, each indi-
vidual pulse of this coupled solitary pair is not in itself
a soliton solution of the scalar nonlinear Schrödinger
equation.

We numerically investigated (Fig. 3) the basin of
attraction from the unstable into the stable coupled
solitary waves as a function of both parametric gain
g and loss a coeff icients. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
there is a relatively narrow stripe in the sg, ad plane
(the shaded area), which leads to decay from an
unstable into a stable pulse pair. Above the boundary
of existence of these asymptotically stable solutions,
the unstable waves evolve into Z-periodic localized
solutions, or breathers.

Fig. 1. Decay of unstable coupled signal and conjugate
pulse amplitudes versus time T and distance Z for a 
0.229, g  0.4, and r  2s  1.

Fig. 2. Stable propagation of coupled signal and conjugate
pulses as in Fig. 1 but with a  0.277.
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Fig. 3. Gray area, basin of attraction from unstable into
stable conjugate solitary waves versus parametric gain g
and loss a.

Fig. 4. Amplitude profiles [solid (dotted) curve for U (V )]
of stable conjugate solitons.

Fig. 5. Basin of attraction into stable coupled solitons
versus initial amplitude A and inverse width v for an input
signal in either (a) the anomalous or (b) the normal GVD
regime.

The two components of the stable vector solitons have
nearly the same hyperbolic secant profile at large val-
ues of a and g; see, e.g., Fig. 4(a). This means that
in the presence of strong dissipation and parametric
gain one obtains coupled bright solitonlike pulses for
both signal and idler, irrespective of the GVD sign.
Indeed, it is known that in the normal GVD regime
bright dissipative solitary waves can result from a bal-
ance between gain and loss.10 Reducing a below 0.5
broadens the V component of the vector pulse in time
and causes a dip at the center that corresponds with
the peak of the U pulse [Fig. 4(b)] with a  0.375 and
g  0.5. As the loss is reduced further, the V pulse (in
the normal GVD) resembles a gray soliton upon a finite
background. Hence, whenever GVD prevails over the
dissipative terms, a pronounced temporal asymmetry
between the two soliton components is observed.

So far we have considered the existence and stabil-
ity of conjugate solitary waves in a fiber. From the
viewpoint of applications, the main issue is the pos-
sibility of generating such solitary waves by means
of a single pulse injected at the signal wavelength
(along with the cw pump). We thus performed exten-
sive numerical solutions of Eqs. (2) with an initial sig-
nal pulse of the form usZ  0, T d  A sechsvT d, and
vanishing input idler vsZ  0, T d  0. The filled cir-
cles in Fig. 5(a) illustrate the basin of attraction from
the above initial conditions into stable coupled solu-
tions as a function of initial amplitude A and inverse
width v. The open triangles represent the initial con-
ditions that led to decay of both pulses. The dotted
curve in Fig. 5(a) illustrates the relation 2A2yv  Ess,
where Ess is the energy corresponding to the stable
stationary solution. Quite remarkably, Fig. 5(b) re-
veals that the basin of attraction into stable conju-
gate solitary waves is even broader when the input
pulse is injected into the v component, that is, for a
signal in the normal GVD regime (and a conjugate
pulse in the anomalous GVD). Indeed, the solitonic
pulse compression mechanism inherent in the anoma-
lous GVD regime enhances the reorganization of en-
ergy at the idler frequency into a narrow pulse. In
real units, with t0  3.1 ps, b  21 ps2ykm, f iber
loss 0.24 dBykm, and R  3.3 sWykmd21, we obtain
z0  10 km and a  0.277. Moreover, with h  0.1,
the conditions g  0.4 and r  1 are satisfied with
pump power P  120 mW , b2p  20.2 ps2ykm, and a
pump–signal wavelength spacing of 1.8 nm.

We have shown the existence of stable coupled
conjugate pulses in fiber four-wave mixing. These
waves can be generated by injection of a single pulse
at the signal wavelength and permit time localization
to be maintained in the ultrashort conjugate pulse.
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